We present proton-proton multiple-quantum investigations on a series of monomodal and strongly bimodal end-linked poly͑dimethylsiloxane͒ model networks. A robust pulse sequence characterized by a well-defined double-quantum Hamiltonian along with a specific normalization approach is used to obtain double-quantum build-up curves. These curves are analyzed in terms of the spin dynamics of a local subsystem of monomer-fixed spins, where analytical fitting functions yielding residual dipole-dipole coupling constants are derived on the basis of exact solutions provided by simulations. Further employing the novel experimental strategy of double-quantum preselection of elastically active network chains, it is shown that the network response is purely heterogeneous, and that the data can be analyzed in terms of distributions of local dynamic order parameters using different models. The results yield consistent proof that local chain order in bimodal networks obeys a linear mixing law of short-and long-chain components. The order parameter distribution in a long-chain monomodal network is found to be surprisingly narrow, with a rather high average order parameter. Implications on the validity of present theories used to explain order and dynamics in networks are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The solidlike spin system response to nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒ experiments in polymeric gels and melts 1 has triggered a more than 30 year long fruitful history in the microscopic characterization of chain order and dynamics [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and the determination of actual crosslink densities, [12] [13] [14] [15] as well as the correlation of NMR quantities with macroscopic quantities such as the equilibrium degree of swelling 16 or mechanic deformation [17] [18] [19] in networks. All experimental approaches rely on the anisotropy of segmental motions in polymeric systems, by which tensorial NMR interactions ͑mostly 2 H quadrupolar and 1 H dipolar interactions͒ are incompletely averaged, leaving small residual quantities. The way of measuring these residual interactions usually comprises either the analysis of line shapes or relaxation functions, 1,16 -20 or the application of more elaborate pulse sequences, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 14 which are designed to be more sensitive only to the desired interactions and to suppress unwanted contributions from, e.g., slow dynamics or susceptibility effects. 1 H multiple-quantum experiments, which are readily applicable to unlabeled materials, represent a particularly promising class of techniques, which have successfully been applied to a quantitative measurement of the residual 1 H dipole-dipole coupling constants ͑DCC͒ in various systems. 6 -9,14 This approach is especially powerful when it is combined with high spectral resolution by magic-angle spinning, which even makes residual couplings associated with different internuclear vectors accessible. 6 The success of the multiple-quantum methods is probably based on their specificity: the short-time behavior of measured intensities is widely accepted to be dominated by the strongest residual couplings in the small subsystems of spins in the monomeric units, which allows to extract very specific localized information, rather than somewhat unspecific second moments, which usually result from global fits of complete relaxation functions or line shapes.
The residual DCC, D res , can be used to calculate the dynamic order parameter associated with the polymer backbone,
by comparison with its static counterpart, D stat . t is the instantaneous orientation of a statistical segment relative to its average orientation, which should coincide with the endto-end distance vector of the polymer backbone, assuming that crosslinks or other topological constraints are fixed in space. ␣ is the average orientation of the internuclear coupling vector ͑or, more generally, of the symmetry axis of the residual coupling tensor͒ with respect to the segmental orientation. The measurement of this order parameter is attraca͒ Electronic mail: kays@makro.uni-freiburg.de; URL: www.chemie.unifreiburg.de/makro/kays tive in that it provides a direct link to theories and simulations of polymer dynamics. Its determination, however, is usually complicated by slow dynamic processes, or intrinsic static distributions, or both, which lead to additional line broadening and a smearing of characteristic features in experimental data. Therefore, the analysis of experimental data for polymers or networks is usually performed by invoking rather strong assumptions, e.g., the second moment approximation, 21 in order to derive closed-form expressions for the data to be fitted. In most cases, the underlying assumptions are very reasonable and accepted. The data analysis usually involves a fitting with multiparameter analytical functions, the result of which can be used to draw intriguing conclusions on the microscopic structure or the dynamic behavior of the polymer system. However, the mere quality of the fits may not represent a good proof of the validity of the underlying assumptions.
We here turn to the particular problem of measuring dynamic order parameters in poly͑dimethylsiloxane͒ networks. This system is very well understood in terms of the actual validity of some assumptions to be made upon measuring residual dipole-dipole couplings: first, a separation of timescales is required for the determination of residual DCCs, which are averaged by fast conformational fluctuations of statistical subsegments subject to topological constraints or chemical crosslinks, but not yet influenced by slower modes such as cooperative or translational motions of these constraints. Second, the good local isolation of the methyl proton three-spin system, which dominates the short-time spin dynamics, is well established.
We present experimental data from 1 H multiple-quantum NMR experiments using a selective and robust multiplequantum excitation pulse sequence. We show that, using ͑i͒ an innovative normalization scheme which corrects for dynamic effects as well as experimental imperfections, ͑ii͒ a spectroscopic preselection of the dipolar-coupled contribution, i.e., a suppression of liquidlike components, and ͑iii͒ an approach to analyze the data in terms of the exact spin dynamics of the local monomer-unit subsystem of spins rather than using second moments, it appears possible to not only reliably extract average values for the molecular order parameter, but also its distribution. Subject of our investigations is a series of end-linked model networks with a strongly bimodal distribution of average network chain length. Thus, heterogeneity in network chain order is expected, and is indeed found in the correct proportion as dictated by the stoichiometry of the system. We discuss some implications of our findings with respect to the magnitude of chain order effects in polymer networks and the actual topological structure of bimodal network systems.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples
Mono-and bimodal poly͑dimethylsiloxane͒ ͑PDMS͒ networks were prepared from linear hydroxyl-terminated precursor polymers purchased from Gelest under exclusion of atmospheric oxygen. Tetraethoxysilane in 1.3-molar excess of functional groups served as a tetrafunctional crosslinker, using 0.5 wt % dibutyltin didodecanoate as a catalyst. 22 All gels were swollen to equilibrium in toluene, whereby the sol content was removed, and then gradually deswollen using different mixtures of toluene and methanol. The results of the swelling experiments, mechanical tests, as well as GPC analyses of the precursors are summarized in Table I .
The networks are characterized by a very good conversion of precursor chain ends, yielding very low sol contents as well low amounts of dangling chains, as shown below by analysis of the NMR data. The equilibrium degree of swelling and the Young moduli nicely reflect the progressively increasing number of chain ends introduced by the short chain fraction. Note that even at the lowest content of 10%, the short chains contribute the majority of chain ends, thus crosslinks, in the system. Such strongly bimodal networks are expected to mainly consist of clusters of short chains embedded in a long-chain matrix. 23 The short-chain clusters may be regarded as nanoscopic fillers providing a reinforcement of the matrix. 24 It is therefore expected that the NMR response of these systems is heterogeneous in nature.
B. NMR spectroscopy
1
H NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 500 solid-state NMR spectrometer operating at a Larmor frequency of 500.2 MHz. All experiments were conducted under static conditions in a 4 mm MAS probe using 90°pulses of 3 s length, corresponding to a B 1 nutation frequency of 83.3 kHz. Network pieces of roughly 1ϫ2 ϫ4 mm 3 were centered in 4 mm o.d. MAS rotors using Teflon spacers and sealed with polyimide caps. For variabletemperature measurements, the bearing air supply was regulated, while the rotors were prevented from spinning using Teflon-tape wrapped around the drive turbines.
Multiple-quantum spectroscopy involves the excitation of coherences which comprise two or more coupled spins, thereby providing a means to measure the coupling constant between these in an unperturbed and selective fashion. Such MQ coherences are in principle not observable; therefore, their detection is achieved in an indirect manner by filtering ͑using specific phase cycles͒ and then reconverting them to observable magnetization. 25 The experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . One cycle of the particular pulse sequence used for multiple-quantum excitation ͑for a time t exc ϭn c t c ) and reconversion (t rec ) is depicted in Fig. 1͑b͒ . As indicated in the figure, n c and t c denote the time for one cycle and the number of cycles, respectively. In all experiments reported herein, t exc was equal to t rec . The pulse sequence is based on the one used for the seminal spincounting experiments of Baum and Pines. 26 The timings of the sequence are ⌬ 1 ϭt c /24Ϫt p /2 and ⌬ 2 ϭt c /12Ϫ3t p /2, where t p is the 90°pulse length. The sequence was applied using different t c and n c , as reported below. Doublequantum selection was performed using a four-step phase cycle for the carrier phase ( 0 ) of the reconversion period (⌬ϭ0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) while inverting the receiver phase for alternating scans. Including CYCLOPS on the 90°r ead-pulse after the optional dephasing delay d ͑which was set to zero in our case͒, this yields an overall 16-step phase cycle. Phase-incremented spin-counting experiments were performed by incrementing ⌬ in 32 steps for subsequent slices of a 2D experiment, catenating the integral signal over the individual -incremented slices four times, apodization and cosine Fourier-transformation.
In its original publication, 26 the basic cycle of the sequence consisted only of the eight 90°pulses with phases x and Ϫx. When applied for longer times, the stability of this sequence proved to be challenged by flip-angle deviations caused by weak B 1 heterogeneity in combination with a considerable shift dispersion ͑roughly 1 kHz͒ caused by shimming problems due to the irregular sample shape. Adverse effects were readily discernible by line shape distortions at longer excitation times.
We have therefore tested compensation schemes along the lines of Tycko's work, 27 who has introduced 24 180°p ulses in order to achieve good offset compensation. In order to keep the duty cycle at a mininum, we have found that the four 180°pulses shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ were sufficient to provide the desired stability. The effect of these pulses might be visualized as being part of composite 90 x 180 y 90 x inversion pulses 28 providing precise toggling between the different state of the average Hamiltonian ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒.
III. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
A. Theory of dipole-dipole couplings in polymer networks
The development and the continuing refinement of the theoretical framework connecting the anisotropic dynamics of polymer chains in networks with NMR quantities, namely residual DCCs, is covered in a multitude of publications, some of which are cited in the introduction. We may just summarize the central aspects here. The starting point is the dipole-dipole coupling Hamiltonian,
where i and j denote two neighboring spins exhibiting a static-limit DCC of
According to Eq. ͑1͒, this DCC is reduced by fast chain motions, leaving D res
as the residual DCC. The angle ␤ in Eq. ͑2͒ then takes the role of the time-averaged orientation of the local backbone orientation with respect to the static field, B 0 . The fast motions characterized by S b given in Eq. ͑1͒ extend over a certain number of statistical chain segments forming a single entity often referred to as the ''NMR sub-molecule'' 20 subject to topological constraints such as crosslinks or trapped entanglements. At this point, the above-mentioned separation-oftime-scales approximation must be invoked, which states that the topological constraints are stable on the time scale of the NMR experiment, while all local segmental modes are fast. The validity of this assumption can be substantiated experimentally, 19, 29 as also shown below. A commonly used model describing the statistics within the ''NMR submolecule'' is the freely jointed chain. 18, 19 In order to justify the applicability of simple Gaussian statistics, the N M monomer units of length l M are rescaled to N statistical segments of Kuhn length a, where Flory's characteristic ratio C ϱ ϭlim N→ϱ R 2 /N M l M 2 can be used to specify the number of actual monomer units per statistical segment. 
R
2 ϭNa 2 is the average end-to-end vector. Following classic arguments, 30 the average backbone order parameter of the segments of a single freely jointed chain constrained by its particular end-to-end vector is given by
where LϭNa is the contour length, and rϭR/R 0 describes the deviation of the end-to-end vector R from its average, 
The mean residual DCC and the variance of this distribution are given by
and
respectively. The distribution given by Eq. ͑7͒ is compared in Fig. 2͑a͒ with simple Gaussian distributions of DCCs. Even though a Gaussian distribution might lack a specific physical justification ͑vide infra͒, we will also use it for our data analysis because the associated integrals can be evaluated analytically. The relaxation function derived from the ⌫ distribution of couplings leads to the ''super-Lorentzian'' line shape shown in the inset of Fig. 2͑b͒ . The distribution peaks close to the origin, such that no splitting is visible in the spectrum. Such a line shape is commonly observed in the 2 H spectra of chain-deuterated networks, and has been analyzed on the basis of the given static distribution of D res . 18 There are, however, several reasons why such an approach might lead to misinterpretations: First, the distribution might additionally stem from a distribution in the N between topological constraints, as mentioned above. Second, simple one-pulse or echo spectra, as commonly used to record such data, contain contributions from liquidlike components, e.g., sol, loops, or dangling chains, which would lead to an increased long-time tail ͑or an increased spectral center in frequency space͒. Multiple-quantum spectroscopy can be used to overcome the latter limitations, as shown below.
In 1 H spectroscopy, more complications arise: Multispin interactions lead to an additional damping of the characteristic oscillations associated with the Pake doublet. It is particularly dangerous to interpret 1 H relaxation data when the polymer contains methyl groups. 31 Half of the dipolar FID of a rotating methyl group consists of a very narrow component associated with protons which have two immediate neighbors with opposite spin states, whereupon the immediate local dipolar field is cancelled. The resulting ''central transition'' is only broadened by out-of-group couplings. Therefore, the interpretation of the data will most likely yield an underestimated residual DCC and an overestimated nonelastic response. This has been mentioned very early on by Cohen-Addad, 32 and the consequence is that interpretations going beyond the analysis of the initial relaxation rate are difficult to justify in that case.
Another observation worth commenting is that all relaxation functions based on both types of distributions as well as the transverse dephasing based on the powder average of a single DCC exhibit an initial Gaussian decay, as seen in Fig.  2͑b͒ . This leads to similar second moments of the associated spectral lines. When the contribution of a liquidlike component to the long-time tail is further unknown, it therefore appears rather ambiguous to fit relaxation data with multiparameter fitting functions, where the second-moment assumption is mainly invoked in order to account for multispin effects, and even the elastic-response part can produce longtime tails which will probably distort the liquidlike contribution. Despite such possible ambiguities, the extraction of chain order distributions from relaxation functions of networks was reported earlier. 33 The central aspect of this paper is that we will show that multiple-quantum experiments are not only specific enough in order to actually falsify the broad ⌫ distribution of DCCs and actually yield specific information of distributions, but can at the same time be used to justify the spin system model used to fit the data.
B. Multiple-quantum spectroscopy
Double-quantum ͑DQ͒ or, more generally, multiplequantum ͑MQ͒ spectroscopy has repeatedly been recognized as a uniquely selective tool for the determination of residual couplings in polymeric systems. 6 -10,13,14 The success of the methodology hinges on the sole origin of the measured MQ signal from actually coupled segments, while perturbing contributions from uncoupled segments, e.g., free dangling chains or sol in a network, are effectively suppressed. MQ data are commonly analyzed in terms of build-up curves of MQ coherences as a function of the excitation and reconversion time in the multiple-quantum experiment ͑Fig. 1͒.
Our pulse sequence of choice 26 is characterized by a pure DQ average Hamiltonian,
where a scaling factor a() due to finite pulses and/or pulse imperfections ͑vide infra͒ is included, and Ĥ xx (i j) and Ĥ yy
denote the toggling-frame representations of the dipoledipole Hamiltonian given by Eq. ͑2͒. The timings of these are depicted in Fig 1͑c͒. As a consequence of this Hamiltonian, only even quantum orders are excited by the pulse sequence, whereby the analytical treatment of the MQ build-up remains rather compact. Most DQ MAS pulse sequences used for the investigation of polymeric systems 6 -9,13 exhibit this advantage, while in other recent studies of static systems, less selective MQ pulse sequences based on the two-pulse segment were used. In that case, the spin dynamics must be followed through all coherence orders, which requires rather involved algebra even for small spin systems.
10,14
Theory for methyl groups
The sum in Eq. ͑11͒ extends over all coupled spin pairs. The sum can, however, in practice be truncated to the strongest-coupled spin pairs in the system, 6, 14 which in the case of poly͑dimethylsiloxane͒ comprise the three protons within a single methyl group. 9 The three dipole-dipole coupling tensors within one methyl group are identical due to the rapid C 3 rotation. The analytical solutions for DQ as well as zero-quantum ͑ZQ͒ and longitudinal magnetization ͑LM͒ read 9,34
respectively, where the effective evolution time,
includes the scaling factor. Angular brackets denote the powder and ensemble averages according to Eq. ͑6͒. All three contributions to an unfiltered signal are normalized so as to add up to 1 for any number of cycles, n c , and cycle times, t c . Equations ͑12͒-͑14͒ apply to experiments with equal MQ excitation and reconversion times. Otherwise, the powers of 2 or 4 must be split into two equivalent terms with different timing variables, DQ,exc and DQ,rec .
Normalization
Powder-averaged solutions of Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒ are plotted in Fig. 3͑a͒ . The ZQ intensity is seen to rise much more slowly than DQ since for the Hamiltian in Eq. ͑11͒, ZQ coherences can only be excited as a result of two consecutive DQ transitions. 34 The intensity for all three contributions levels out at a relative amplitude of 1/3. This plateau should be an indication of the observation of isolated methyl groups. 8 Experimental data for the monomodal network with rather long chains between crosslinks ͑net0͒ is shown in Fig.  3͑b͒ . The actual experimental data is identified by the squares: solid squares are the DQ-filtered signal, while open squares are the signal detected with the very same pulse sequence settings, but with missing receiver phase inversion for alternating scans. This signal is therefore composed of all signal which has not evolved into DQ coherences after t exc and is denoted reference. Note that ''DQ-filtered'' refers to a four-step phase cycle, which means that this signal actually contains all excited 2nϩ2 quantum orders, 25 This long-time decay is dominated by T 2 -type relaxation, caused by slow dynamics, and further influenced by T 1 and T 1 relaxation processes and experimental imperfections ͑duty cycle͒. In order to remove the effect of such apparent relaxations, we calculate well-behaved normalized DQ build-up curves by dividing S DQ by the sum intensity S DQ ϩS ref , yielding I DQ . 6 This was recently shown to be a successful approach in 1 H DQ MAS spectroscopy. 8 The corresponding points in Fig. 3͑b͒ are seen to approach a plateau of 0.5 at intermediate t exc and to decay only at much longer times. The increased plateau and the slow decay are mainly due to multispin couplings and liquidlike contributions, respectively, as shown below.
Note that the normalized and the experimental DQ build-up curves are very similar until the maxima are almost reached. This is on the one hand due the very weak contribution of liquidlike signals, because of a very low dangling chain content and the removed sol. On the other hand, apparent relaxation processes, as manifested in the decay of the overall intensity, are much slower than the DQ build-up. This can directly be inferred from a comparison of the sum decay and the DQ build-up: the sum intensity has not even decayed by 10%, while the DQ intensity has already reached its maximum. We will now turn to assessing the different factors which might interfere with the reproducibility of the normalized build-up curves of I DQ , henceforth just referred to as ''DQ build-up curves.''
Experimental imperfections
An important figure governing the performance of a multiple-pulse sequence is the fraction of time occupied by pulses, i.e., its duty factor,
which includes the refocusing pulses of the compensated pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1 . Using zeroth-order average Hamiltonian theory, 35 we turn to a calculation of the scaling factor a() included in Eq. ͑11͒. According to standard procedures, 36 the effect of finite pulses is easily taken into account by considering a continuous, sinusoidal transformation between the individual toggling frame states of the average Hamiltonian, as depicted in Fig. 1͑c͒ . We obtain the following linear combination of toggling frame states,
where the sum over all coupled pairs has been omitted for clarity. Using the magic zero condition, Ĥ xx ϩĤ yy ϩĤ zz ϭ0, this equation can be converted into
A comparison with Eq. ͑11͒ yields the scaling factor,
It is worth mentioning that the duty-cycle dependence is the sole consequence of the refocusing pulses, which contribute Ĥ xx and reduce the prefactor of Ĥ yy . The uncompensated 8-pulse DQ sequence does not depend on at all, because a continuous transformation between the two toggling frame states Ĥ zz and Ĥ yy does not change their relative weight. An experimental test of the expression for the scaling factor given in Eq. ͑19͒ is shown in Fig. 4 . Experiments conducted at different values of t c and varying n c are compared with an experiment in which n c ϭ1 was held constant while t c was gradually increased. The corresponding a() was taken into account on the time axis, in accordance with Eq. ͑12͒. Note that this correction was also used for the data in Fig. 3͑b͒ , and it will henceforth be used without explicit mention.
Over a wide range of t c , the results superpose perfectly even for rather long excitation times. Only for the very shortest value of 0.1 ms for t c , which corresponds to a duty cycle of 48%, do we observe a deterioration of the performance, however only after the maximum is reached. Both the experimental DQ and reference intensities decay more rapidly FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Powder averaged build-up and decay curves for 1 H DQ and ZQ coherences, and LM magnetization, respectively, calculated according to Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒ for a rotating methyl group with D res /2ϭ100 Hz. ͑b͒ Experimental DQ, reference, and sum intensities, as well as the normalized DQ intensity for sample net0 at a fixed t c of 0.8 ms. All data are normalized to the full FID signal intensity after a single 90°pulse.
with decreasing t c , but only for very high duty cycles is the DQ intensity more strongly affected, leading to the observed decay of the normalized counterpart. The one-cycle timeincremented version apparently fails as well to compensate for imperfections at longer times. In this case, the decay of S ref compares well with the n c -incremented experiments, and only the experimental DQ build-up is observed to be slightly less efficient. In all cases, however, the meaningful rising part of the DQ build-up curve is reproduced.
Note that the systematic error of all shown data associated with experimental imperfections is about Ϯ0.01 as estimated from the day-to-day reproducibility of complete build-up series with equal and different t c . The symbol size was chosen to reflect this type of uncertainty. Statistical errors within a single series of build-up data associated with experimental noise, etc. are hardly apparent for excitation times below 10 ms. At longer times, of course, these errors dominate due to the strong decrease of the integral signal.
In all, we have shown that the pulse sequence is reasonably stable over a wide range of duty cycles, permitting a very reproducible measurement of the DQ build-up. As far as offset and flip-angle deviations are concerned, the sequence can tolerate an off-resonance shift of the frequency carrier of about 1 kHz as well as a pulse mis-setting of about 10°w ithout notable change of the measured result. We note that decay of the sum intensity is a function of t c , which indicates interferences of slow dynamics or higher-order effects with finite or imperfect pulses. Yet, the perfect agreement of the normalized DQ buildup curves indicates that these problems are well compensated for.
Relaxation effects and separation of time scales
The sum intensity plotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ is in principle analogous to an echo signal where all multispin dipoledipole couplings are refocused at the end of t exc ϩt rec , only that it is measured in an indirect fashion by summation of two contributions. A simpler pulse sequence capable of producing such an echo directly is the mixed magic-Hahn echo, which was recently introduced for the investigation of elastomers. 11 The decay of such an echo was shown to be due to the fluctuating part of the dipolar Hamiltonian, i.e., due to slow motions of the local axis of symmetry, which prevents the dipolar evolution from being refocused. The extraction of information on slow dynamics from the sum signal decay is beyond the scope of this paper; the simpler and faster mixed magic-Hahn echo approach or the dipolar correlation effect on the stimulated echo 5 are probably also better suited for this purpose. We are, however, concerned about the influence of slow processes on the shape of the DQ build-up curve.
DQ build-up curves for net0 are compared for vastly different temperatures in Fig. 5͑a͒ . The given temperatures are 70, 145, and 190 K above the T g of PDMS at 150 K. 37 In this range, the experimental result is seen to undergo no appreciable change. This represents a very strong argument for the validity of the separation-of-time-scales ͑or fast-motion͒ approximation, stating that there are no motions on the NMR time scale which interfere with the measurement of the residual DCC. The local segment dynamics is clearly in the fast limit at 220 K and above, and the motional amplitude of these segmental modes does not seem to change at all upon increasing the temperature. The sum intensity decay ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒ in turn does change, indicating the presence of thermally activated motions, but the normalization procedure is apparently able to compensate for this change. A peculiar observation in this regard is that the decay is faster at lower temperature, indicating that the motions which interfere with the NMR time scale are slowed down from the fast limit, and may thus be attributed to slowed-down segmental modes rather than large-scale cooperative modes. An in-depth discussion of these phenomena will be deferred to later work.
Note that for neither temperature the sum intensity decays by more than 10% during the rising part of the DQ build-up. Homogeneous T 2 -like relaxation is therefore of minor importance. Another implication worth discussing is that our normalization approach is strictly correct only when the apparent T 2 relaxation times are equal for coherences of all quantum orders ͑ZQ and DQ in particular͒. Otherwise, their relative weighting would change with time, leading to changes in the DQ build-up curves when such differential relaxation processes were a strong function temperature. We see that at least in the present case, the assumption of negligible differential relaxation is justifiable.
Liquidlike signal contributions and DQ preselection
In Fig. 5͑b͒ , we observe slow exponentials tail of the sum intensity decay curves. Such slow tails also appear in simple relaxation experiments of elastomers, 29, 31, 38, 39 and are usually ascribed to signal contributions which are not subject to orientational constraints, i.e., they lack residual DCCs and behave liquidlike. Such contributions comprise sol, dangling chains, and short, unentangled loops, as well as solvent molecules in the case of swollen networks. Since sol and solvent were removed in our case, the contributions seen in Fig. 5͑b͒ , which vary with temperature between 0.15% and 0.52%, must be ascribed to dangling chains. The change with temperature might be explained with the fact that the network has high-molecular weight network chains, of which only the outermost part beyond the ''last entanglement'' reorients isotropically. At higher temperatures, longer parts of the dangling chains can escape their entanglement constraints.
As discussed earlier, the very low amount of such signal does not interfere with our normalization procedure. However, when substantial amounts of sol or dangling chain ends are present, will the reference intensity be higher by this amount, and the I DQ will come out too low. This is demonstrated on a sample of octane-swollen net0 in Fig. 6͑a͒ . The maximum of the DQ build-up ͑closed circles͒ is substantially depressed. Employing a simple phenomenological approach ͑which was also used to correct data for the dipolar correlation effect in networks 5 ͒, it is possible to fit the exponential long-time tail and subtract it from the reference ͑and sum͒ intensities. Then, the experimental DQ data can be referenced with its proper complement, and a well-behaved DQ build-up curve is obtained.
The drawback of this approach is seen at DQ of around 40 ms, where the DQ signal goes through a maximum. The singly-exponential tail correction did apparently not describe the true long-time decay due to liquidlike components correctly. This is not surprising, considering that octane and dangling chains might relax with different apparent T 2 s. Since multicomponent fitting might be a problematic approach, we propose an experimental scheme by which the nonelastic contributions can be removed: DQ preselection.
The combined DQ excitation and reconversion block of the pulse sequence in Fig. 1͑a͒ can simply be applied twice, spaced by a z-filter delay z . Two independent four-step phase cycles are then applied to the first and second pair of DQ excitation and reconversion ͑64-step phase cycle in total including CYCLOPS͒. If the excitation and reconversion times of the first block are held constant at DQ pre , an increment of DQ of the second block can be used to study the DQ build-up of preselected dipolar-coupled components only. Note that for the reference intensity, receiver phase inversion must be switched off only with respect to the four-step cycle over the second block. A finite z-filter is essential for two reasons: first, dephasing of higher-order coherences which are excited by the whole first block and are reconverted by the whole second block dephase and are thus suppressed ͓see inset of Fig. 6͑b͔͒ . Second, spin diffusion ͑either mediated by FIG. 6 . ͑a͒ Experimental sum decay ͑diamonds͒ and DQ build-up ͑circles͒ for sample net0 swollen with 9% w/w octane. The open symbols indicate data for which the exponential tail ͑dashed line͒ was substracted from the reference. ͑b͒ Comparison of the tail-corrected DQ build-up from ͑a͒ with DQ prefiltered DQ build-up curves for different preselection times and z ϭ300 ms. The small and large squares denote t c ϭ0.2 ms and 0.8 ms, respectively. The inset shows the coherence transfer pathway for the DQ preselection experiment.
flip-flop interactions or actual material or rotational diffusion 40 ͒ serves to equilibrate the magnetization within the whole dipolar-coupled reservoir of the network. Liquidlike components are uncoupled and will thus not reacquire magnetization.
The success of the prefiltering procedure can be inferred from Fig. 6͑b͒ . For arbitrary preselection times, the same build-up curve is measured. We have chosen rather long preselection times, because the signal is low and the data quite noisy for shorter preselection times, where the overall DQ signal has not risen to its maximum. The plateau is now reliably observed for about 15 ms, until the DQ signal finally decays. At DQ much larger than 20 ms, the sum signal has decayed to less than 1% of its initial value, and the data cannot be considered reliable any more.
The statement about the spin-diffusion equilibration can be tested if the action of the z-filter is replaced by another four-step phase cycle designed to select a zeroth-order magnetization state between z and the final d . This is achieved by cycling the carrier phase of the whole second excitation/ reconversion block through 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°while keeping the receiver phase constant ͑the low amount of actual ZQ coherence which is not filtered out does not contribute much to the signal, as it builds up much more slowly than DQ͒. In Fig. 7 , we compare results from experiments with z ϭ0 and different preselection times with analytical calculations based on Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒. These are straightforwardly adapted to describe the prefiltered experiment by multiplying all three equations by Eq. ͑12͒ with fixed DQ pre . The effect of increasing preselection time on the DQ build-up curves is demonstrated in Fig. 7͑a͒ . For short preselection times, the curves rise much faster and go through higher maxima as compared with the regular build-up. This effect is due to preferential selection of strongly coupled segments, which are associated with regions of higher molecular order and, more importantly, with residual coupling tensor orientations corresponding to large couplings ͑i.e., orientations close to 0°and 90°). In other words, the isotropic powder average is broken by the preselection. The analytical calculations shown in the inset of Fig. 7͑a͒ give a convincing proof of this assumption. Even though the experimental DQ intensities are somewhat higher than expected ͑vide infra͒, the trend of faster initial rise and higher maximum is convincingly reproduced. Note that the build-up for longer preselection times is slower than the regular one, which is also reproduced in the calculations. This effect can only be due to a broken powder average, thereby indicating a rather narrow distribution of the order parameter in the whole sample.
Introducing a finite z-filter, it is seen in Fig. 7͑b͒ that the difference between preselected and regular build-up vanishes on the time scale of 10 ms. Therefore, chains must have transferred magnetization to either differently oriented or differently coupled segments on this time scale. This is either due to spin diffusion, as mentioned above, or due to slow reorientations of the segments. Both processes lead to an even distribution of the magnetization over the whole set of orientations representing an isotropic powder. We anticipate interesting applications of this effect to the study of slow dynamics or to the estimation of length scales of heterogeneities or regions with similar average main-chain orientations. Further work along these lines is in progress. We have here introduced the DQ preselection approach mainly as a tool to selectively monitor elastically active network chains and to prove again the heterogeneous nature of the build-up curves.
IV. RESULTS: MEASUREMENT OF ORDER PARAMETERS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Having confirmed that reproducible normalized DQ build-up curves can be measured, which are widely independent of adverse effects such as pulse sequence imperfections, solvent and dangling chain content, and slow dynamics, we now turn to the actual extraction of residual DCCs, thus order parameters. From Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ it was already apparent that the network response is not characteristic of a single methyl group response as far as the intensity plateau is concerned. The observed plateau of 0.5 is typical for a mul- FIG. 7 . ͑a͒ Experimental DQ build-up curves for net0 using different DQ preselection times ͑circles of increasing size͒ and z ϭ0, acquired with an extended phase cycle. The arrows indicate the location of the chosen preselection times on the regular build-up curve ͑dashed line͒. The inset shows corresponding calculations ͑see text͒ for a single CH 3 group with a coupling constant of 130 Hz. ͑b͒ DQ build-up curves for net0 using a fixed preselection time of 2.2 ms ͓six cycles of 0.4 ms length, corrected with a()] and different z-filter delays z ͑circles of increasing size͒, again compared with the regular DQ build-up ͑dashed line͒.
tispin system, where the excited coherences are finally equally distributed among the accessible 2nϩ2 and 4n quantum orders in Liouville space. 26 The question we will address now is in how far the analytical theory for isolated methyl groups can actually be used for the analysis of the data.
A. Local spin system approximation
Spin counting experiments
In order to obtain a first insight into the multispin nature of the network response, we have conducted phaseincremented spin counting experiments 26 on net0 for a series of fixed n c t c . The intensities for quantum orders up to 8 are plotted in Fig. 8͑a͒ relative to the integral intensity over all quantum orders. Even 12-quantum coherences were quantifiable at the longest chosen excitation time, but their relative intensity is negligible on the chosen scale.
We see that 4 and higher quantum orders are hardly appreciable until the DQ signal has reached its maximum at around 3 ms. This observation supports strongly the argument that the DQ build-up is largely dominated by the single methyl-group response. In n-spin systems exhibiting many similar couplings, the growth of the relative intensity distribution among the different quantum orders is found to be almost Gaussian, 26 meaning that the excitation of the multiple-quantum coherences has the characteristics of a ''random walk in Liouville space,'' with an increasing ''mean square displacement'' in quantum orders when the excitation time is increased. In our case, the 4 and higher quantum orders clearly lag behind this Gaussian assumption. Such local confinement effects, or ''subdiffusion,'' were also observed in the original work, though on a larger scale of whole molecules 26 rather than single methyl groups. Further, the signal measured using the regular ''DQfiltered'' sequence ͑small squares͒ is seen to indeed be dominated by 2-quantum coherences. 6-quantum and higher 2n ϩ2 coherences, which are also selected by the 4-step phase cycle, do not contribute appreciably until the DQ build-up has reached its plateau. The increase of the plateau from 0.33 for an isolated methyl group to 0.5 for an n-spin system is therefore dominated by inter-methyl 2-quantum coherences, in particular those involving the other methyl group in the same monomer unit and the two adjacent dimethylsiloxane ͑DMS͒ units.
Exact calculations for the local spin subsystem and approximate fitting function
Considering reasonable rotational isomeric states of the polymer chain, the strongest intermethyl coupling is most probably the coupling to the CH 3 in the same monomer (ϭDMS) unit. We therefore compare the data for net0 in Fig. 8͑a͒ with analytical calculations of a single-methyl DQ build-up and spin dynamics simulations involving all six intramonomer protons. Both types of calculations are based on the reasonable model of local cylindrical symmetry of the fast segmental dynamics, in which an order parameter of 1 is taken to correspond to the simultaneous action of ͑i͒ methyl rotation, which leads to equal intramethyl dipolar coupling tensors and reduces the static coupling by 2 and ͑ii͒ fast rotation about the local backbone axis. 41 For the former, the factor of 2 is to be included in the absolute value for D stat in Eq. ͑1͒, while the identity of the coupling tensors is an assumption on which Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒ are based. The latter process contributes the only parameter in this simple model: the angle ␣ ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, which is taken to be 90°. Recent work on PDMS in an inclusion compound, 8 where the chain is an extended conformation and is rotating in the fast limit, indicated that this angle is most likely larger than 70°͓ P 2 (cos ␣ ) is then Ϫ0.32 instead of Ϫ0.5].
The density matrix simulations were performed using a home-written code based on numerical stepwise integration of the Liouville-von-Neumann equation of motion for spins using a product-basis representation of the density matrix. The program is in many respects similar to the publicly available SIMPSON package. 42 Powder averaging was in all cases performed using the REPULSION scheme with 4096 angular orientations evenly distributed over a sphere. 43 The local geometry of our monomer model ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ is taken from a single-crystal study of a cyclic DMS tetramer. 44 The inter-methyl couplings are based on the rigid-limit coupling constants scaled with the same order parameter S b which is needed to obtain the intra-methyl coupling of 130 Hz. This type of relative scaling is a central, yet realistic assumption for our local spin system approximation.
The build-up curves shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ nicely show that, in contrast to the single-CH 3 response, the 2Qϩ6Q build-up in the DMS unit approaches the experimental plateau of of 0.5. Most notably, even though the first maximum at about 3 ms is slightly increased, the initial rise hardly differs from the CH 3 solution. We see that a good part of the deviation between the CH 3 response and the data for net0 is explained by the local model. However, the network response reaches its plateau much earlier. This is due to the additional influence of couplings to further methyl groups, as also proven by the observation that experimental intensities of higherquantum orders are higher than predicted by the simulations for DMS. The increase cannot be due to the presence of heterogeneity and a fraction of more strongly coupled segments. Due to our normalization procedure, a fraction of strongly coupled segments would show in the very initial rise, as substantiated below.
We can therefore conclude that net0 features a surprisingly narrow distribution of couplings ͑thus order parameters͒ and we will return to that point under Discussion. Our goal is now to find a reasonable fitting function for experimental build-up curves, to be used in a least-squares fitting program, and we will use conventional 2 analysis to obtain estimates for the quality of the fits. The curves in Fig. 8͑a͒ are the result of an extensive powder average, thus making Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒ and the density matrix simulations an impractical basis for a fit. We sought to find a closed-form fitting function which adequately describes the initial rise of the simulated DQ build-up, while obeying the correct long-time limit. An inverted Gaussian function,
provided an almost perfect fit to the DMS build-up simulation, when the fit was performed for data up to the first maximum ͑the 2 was less than 10 Ϫ6 ). The fit is shown in Fig. 9 as the thin solid line, and the results for the constants are cϭ0.443 and dϭ37. 51 . This function can be used in a common fitting routine to determine an averaged D res from a build-up curve, when only the initial rise up to I DQ ϭ0.4 is fitted, thereby avoiding small systematic errors associated with the fact that actual experimental data rises somewhat higher.
However, when distributions are to be investigated, it is expected that the relative weight of a strongly coupled subensemble would be overestimated, because its relative DQ build-up will probably have gone through a shallow maximum and reached its relative plateau of 0.5, while less strongly coupled contributions are still in the rising regime. We have therefore fitted Eq. ͑20a͒ to the DMS solution for I DQ р0.3 while holding the parameter for the plateau fixed at 0.5. The 2 was similarly good, and the parameters for our final semiempirical fitting function are
where D res /2 and DQ are in Hz and s or kHz and ms, respectively. It is this function which yielded the D res /2 ϭ130 Hz for net0, which was used for simulations or comparisons in the preceding figures. As far as systematic errors concerning the neglect of all out-of-monomer-unit couplings is concerned, we expect the resulting underestimation of the ''true'' local D res to be less than 5%. In order to keep errors associated with the failure of the fitting function to account for the shallow maximum observed in experimental build-up curves low, we will restrict fits to build-up data for different network samples to actual values of I DQ р0. 45 . Note that a small systematic overestimation of more strongly coupled contributions in samples exhibiting broad distributions and a failure to detect very small amounts of weakly coupled components must still be expected.
For an even better fitting function, it would clearly be desirable to increase the number of couplings in our local model. Yet, density matrix simulations are hardly feasible for more than eight spins, at least when no substantial reduction of the Hilbert-space dimensionality is employed. Moreover, when couplings to adjacent monomer units should be considered, a proper isomeric-states simulation would be necessary to account for fluctuations of monomer units relative to each other, making the model even more complicated. We expect that such calculations are, however, feasible for polymers with a steeper hierarchy of local couplings and fewer protons in the monomer unit ͓e.g., poly͑butadiene͔͒, where a local calculation might yield a better representation of the ''true'' intrachain build-up.
B. Linear mixing law in bimodal networks and order parameter distributions
In Fig. 10 we show DQ build-up curves for the complete series of mono-and bimodal networks net0-net100. An immediate observation we have made is that a good fit using Eqs. ͑20͒, shown as dashed line, is only possible for net0. For all other networks, major deviations from Eqs. ͑20͒ are observable, such as significantly steeper initial rises and changes of the curve shapes from concave to convex. This gives a first indication for an inhomogeneous distribution of local orientational order in the bimodal network samples. As a next step, we therefore make the assumption that short and long chains display different, well separated segmental order distributions which are superposed in the observed DQ build-up curves in Fig. 10 .
First, we test the validity of a simple linear mixing law taking the limiting cases of net0 and net100 as representations for their respective contributions to the signal in the bimodal samples. The result for the linear combinations of interpolations of the experimental build-up curves for net0 and net100 are plotted as solid lines in Fig. 10 . The close similarity between data for all bimodal networks and these interpolations is a surprisingly clear evidence for the heterogeneity of the order parameter distribution in the bimodal systems, to be discussed below.
For a more systematic approach to describe the heterogeneity in the local segmental orientations, we introduce a general bimodal ansatz for the DQ build-up curves given by
͑21͒
Here, the parameter a controls the relative weight of the order parameters represented by D res (1) and D res (2) . We compare the fits using the bimodal model with a simple Gaussian distribution of the order parameter D res . We will discuss this assumption below. In the case of a Gaussian form for P(D res ), the integral over D res in Eq. ͑6͒ in combination with Eqs. ͑20͒ can be evaluated analytically, yielding the twoparameter fitting function,
͑22͒
A third approach, to be taken with grain of salt, regarding the empirical shape of the fitting function between I DQ ϭ0.3 and the long-time plateau, was to use Eqs. ͑20͒ as the Kernel function in a regularization program which solves Eq. ͑6͒ for P(D res ). Such an approach is in general an ill-posed problem, and regularization is inevitable. We have used the FTIKREG ͑''fast Tikhonov regularization''͒ software by Weese, 45 which is convenient in that it determines the regularization parameter automatically based on the experimental data and the given error, thus not biasing the resulting distribution towards too many maxima. Note that even though 100 linearly spaced ''bins'' for D res were used for each set of data containing only 10-30 points, the problem is not underdetermined, because the regularization effectively couples neighboring amplitude factors.
The results obtained by processing the data for the network sample series using the different approaches are summarized in Table II and Fig. 11 . The quality of the fits can be gauged by comparing the given 2 values, which are normalized to the number of data points. The mean D res and the square root of the variance of the distributions obtained by regularization were calculated numerically.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Analysis and width of the order parameter distributions
From the 2 values in Table II , it is immediately clear that the monomodal fit to Eqs. ͑20͒ as well as the fit assuming a Gaussian distribution of order parameters do not provide good representations of data for the highly bimodal samples. The monomodal net0 is the only one in which the distribution is found to be narrow. Note that the Gaussian fits lose their physical significance once G is more than half of FIG. 10 . Experimental DQ build-up data for all network samples. Individual build-up series for the individual samples were acquired at t c ϭ0.1, 0.2, and 0.8 ms, and combined in a single curve. The data for net10-net90 are compared with simple linear superpositions of the data for net0 and net100 with weighting factors corresponding to the stoichiometry of the samples ͑solid lines͒. The best-fit to the net0 data using Eqs. ͑20͒ is shown as a dashed line. Fig. 2͑a͒ it can be inferred that the distribution then has a rather large tail extending into the negative quadrant. However, it is hard to visualize a dynamic process yielding a sign change of D res which is active only for a fraction of the chains in the ensemble. We have therefore not reported the results for the Gaussian fit for samples net30-net70. Let us start with the discussion of the data for the monomodal long-chain net0. Here, monomodal models for the order parameter seem to be appropriate. Note that also here, a distribution of order parameters must be assumed which should originate from the distribution of topological restrictions in the network. As discussed already below Eq. ͑6͒, a Gaussian distribution of the vectors between two topological contraints yields a ⌫ distribution of the order parameter. This approach has been used previously to describe the line shape in 2 H NMR spectra of networks. 18, 46 A build-up curve based on the ⌫ distribution is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 11͑a͒ . From this, we can clearly state that the ⌫ distribution, see Eq. ͑7͒, does not yield a realistic representation of the data. Therefore, the assumption that the end-to-end distances of topological constraints are Gaussiandistributed but otherwise fixed in space is not in agreement with our results. The good results for fitting the DQ build-up behavior with a relatively narrow Gaussian distribution, see Table II , shows that the order parameter distribution is much sharper than expected. This also excludes a strong influence of polydispersity effects, at least for rather long-chain networks.
Let us now turn to the bimodal systems. Using Eq. ͑21͒, we obtain a good fit to the observed data. This supports the assumption of a clear-cut bimodality of the segmental order parameter in the investigated networks. The results of the fits listed in Table II nicely show that the lower molecular order of the long-chain component is maintained upon adding the short-chain component. The vast majority of chain ends and thus the increased number of overall crosslinks contributed by the short chains has no apparent influence on the orientational order within the long chains. Note that these conclusions can also be drawn from our simple heuristic model ͑Fig. 10͒, in which no uncertainties from any fitting procedure are involved. The only serious assumption underlying both approaches is that the DQ build-up curves are a heterogeneous superposition of individual contributions. This assumption has proven to be true by the DQ prefiltering and spin-diffusion equilibration experiments ͑Fig. 7͒. It is worth commenting further that the best-fit for the monomodal longchain sample net0 is also the bimodal function with a small ͑6%͒ contribution of highly ordered chains. This might be attributed either to the molecular weight distribution of this sample or, alternatively, to a nontrivial topological structure of the entanglement subnetwork.
Note that the observed bimodality is not in accord with a simple mean-field approach, in which frozen-in disorder, as it appears from chain length distributions or topological disorder, is averaged out. 47 Rather, it is likely that the short chains form clusters, as has recently been argued theoretically. 23 Such clusters are supposed to act as nanoscale filler particles in an otherwise unchanged long-chain matrix. 24 An apparent trend in the results of the bimodal fits is that the highly ordered fraction appears with a weighting factor which is systematically higher than the short-chain content of the samples. Moreover, the average D res for the highly ordered fraction is lower in the mixtures than in the pure monomodal net100. Therefore, we cannot fully exclude that a part of the long chains is immobilized, while the short chains are somewhat mobilized, in particular at concentrations above 50% short chains, which should be well above the percolation threshold of the short-chain substructure. We believe that the discussed trends are still within the systematic error limits of our semiempirical fitting approach. A more quantitative assessment of this aspect would be selective isotope labelling in a similar set of samples. Further, the bimodality as derived from the bimodal fits, as well as obtained by regularization ͑Fig. 11͒, disappears for net90 and net70, respectively. This effect might also be due to the limitations of our semiempirical approach. However, an interpretation in terms of single long chains now being fully embedded in a short-chain matrix and thus being immobilized seems none the less reasonable.
Finally, we note that the width of the distribution functions obtained by regularization should be interpreted with care: first, the Kernel function, Eq. ͑22͒, is only approximate, which will yield slight distortions of the distribution. Second, the automatic determination of the regularization parameter is conservative in that it intrinsically biases the result towards rather broad distributions. The constant position of the first maximum for lower concentrations of short chains and the bimodal shape of the distribution as well as the increas- ing tail towards higher D res for increasing amounts of short chains, should, however, be taken for real, as these results are expected and justified in the light of the heuristic interpretation in terms of linear mixing in the bimodal networks. Therefore, the rather straightforward application of the fast FTIKREG software makes the regularization approach a convenient alternative to testing various fitting functions.
B. Comparison with previous NMR studies
In 2 H spectra, no multiple-spin couplings or the ''central transition'' of methyl groups are expected to challenge the observation of the splitting which our results on the longchain sample would lead to predict ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . Therefore, this method would be able to provide an independent proof of our findings. However, to our knowledge, no splittings or at least spectral lines with rather flat centers ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ were ever reported for 2 H NMR spectra of unconstrained network samples.
We assume that the reason might be that, in most published studies, networks were less well defined, exhibiting a much wider distribution of molecular weights or a considerable fraction of dangling chains, 48 which indeed is the case in some of the studies where this figure was reported, e.g., Ref. 18 . This stresses the advantage of the DQ preselection approach, where this complication can be avoided. Moreover, slow chain dynamics also contributes to the smearing of characteristic oscillations in an FID or echo data, while the effect of slow dynamics was seen to be accounted for by the normalization in our study.
Unfortunately, we have not found experimental data for PDMS model networks which were obtained for such highmolecular weight network chains to compare our findings with, but we would like to stress that a 2 H NMR study on a suitable sample using the concepts presented in this paper would be very rewarding. The DQ method is straightforwardly applicable in 2 H NMR, where the big advantage is that the quadrupolar interaction is a true one-spin interaction to a very good approximation, thus removing all uncertainties related to multispin couplings. We would like to note that if our finding turned out to be of some generality, the conclusion would be that theoretical interpretations of NMRdetected molecular order in networks, e.g., Refs. 18, 19, 46 are in need of revision.
C. Magnitude of the measured order parameters
We now turn to a discussion concerning the actual magnitude of the order parameters determined for the long and short chains. D res /2 for the former is reliably found to be on the order of 120 Hz, while D res /2 for the latter averages to somewhere around 450 Hz, accompanied by a wider distribution.
Applying Eq. ͑1͒ with D stat ϭ8.9 kHz, 49 we obtain S b ϭ0.03 for the long chains in both the monomodal net0 ͑with M n of the precursor equal to 47 200 g/mol͒ and the bimodal samples, which leads to NϷ22 according to Eq. ͑4͒. Using C ϱ ϭ5.85 as the number of monomer units per statistical chain segment, 50 we calculate a molecular weight of the statistically averaged subchains of M n Ϸ9 500 g/mol. This rather low value shows that the distance between chemical crosslinks cannot account for the observed order. This value is still somewhat lower than the entanglement length M e Ϸ12 000 g/mol. This comparison stresses the importance of all kinds of topological constraints experienced by the local chain segment, not just the crosslinks. Adding to the picture the notion that this ordering phenomenon features a narrow distribution ͑in particular in the monomodal net0͒, we might casually state that none of the existing theories of dynamics of polymer chains in networks and melts is able to account for such well-defined constraints.
It should be emphasized that the order parameter of 0.03 could well be underestimated, since we have used ␣ ϭ90°, which may not represent the true average orientation of the Si-C bond relative to the local backbone orientation. S b could therefore be even higher. Such substantial local order is in accordance with other findings in polymer networks 13, 18 and melts. 6, 7 It stresses the inadequacy or, at least, the nonapplicability of the statistical approach behind Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑6͒, and ͑7͒. The question which arises is whether the local fluctuations of the chains may simply not be fast enough in order to affect complete averaging over the conformational space set by the permanent or dynamic crosslinks. The missing temperature dependence ͑Fig. 5͒ gives a strong hint that this argument might not apply: the motion seems to be in the fast limit already at temperatures TϾT g ϩ70 Kϭ220 K, and no further motion seems to set in within the next 120 K, indicating that ͑i͒ the conformational space available to chains between topological constraints of whatever kind is complete within a time scale of less than 1 ms and ͑ii͒ translational motions of the crosslinks as well as other cooperative modes are either to small in amplitude or do not reach the ms time scale.
We believe that, at least for the monomodal long-chain network, additional intermolecular interactions, sometimes termed lateral ''packing'' constraints or excluded-volume contribution, which provide an orientational coupling of segments, 6, 46 might be invoked for an explanation. Such arguments are usually put forward to explain the appearance of spectral splittings in strained elastomers, 48 where even isotropically reorienting short chains or probe molecules acquire an observable order. Additional constraints of this kind are probably locally active in unconstrained networks and melts, and influence the order of entangled and cross-linked chains, while segments, which can move over larger distances ͑small molecules and free chain ends͒, ''see'' an isotropic average over a somewhat larger length scale. If and in how far such arguments are still applicable when long chains are embedded in a short chain environment remains to be investigated. We are currently performing MQ experiments on the evolution of the order parameter upon swelling of the network samples investigated herein, where the dominance of cooperative ordering effects would provide a straightforward explanation for our observations. A publication of these results is currently being prepared.
As a final comment, the situation is completely different for the short chains, which consist only of about ten monomer units or Nϭ2 statistical segments. For these chains, an order parameter S b ϭ0.3 is predicted by Eq. ͑4͒. The experi-mental value of 450 Hz for the bimodal samples corresponds to S b ϭ0.10 and Nϭ6. Even for the pure net100, we obtain S b ϭ0.17 and Nϭ3.5. The short chains in both the bimodal and the monomodal samples are thus more mobile than expected. This may indicate a substantial degree of fast mobility of the crosslinks themselves, as has been observed in computer simulations. 51 Another likely explanation is chain extension upon network formation, which was reported to be an important side reaction in our network synthesis. 52 Chain extension could also be held responsible for the relatively wide order parameter distribution for the short chains shown in Fig. 11͑b͒ , and would even strengthen our conclusions concerning the well-defined and high long-chain order.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach to the determination of residual 1 H dipole-dipole coupling constants in static polymer networks employing a robust multiple-quantum pulse sequence developed by Baum and Pines. The method is based on the principle of normalization of the measured DQ intensity by its MQ complement, determined for each single evolution time. The normalization effectively removes adverse effects from apparent relaxation processes under the pulse sequence. DQ preselection was introduced as a tool to suppress unwanted contributions from elastically inactive chains or solvent, and opens perspectives for the investigation of slow reorientation processes and/or the size of cooperative regions or heterogeneities by spin diffusion. DQ build-up curves were analyzed in terms of an exact solution of the local spin dynamics, from which analytical fitting functions were derived.
The network response was shown to be almost purely heterogeneous, thus justifying the analysis of DQ build-up data in terms of order parameter distributions. In series of strongly bimodal networks, a linear mixing law of microscopic chain order parameters could be established, thus proving some heterogeneity of the systems. A monomodal long-chain network was shown to exhibit a surprisingly narrow order parameter distribution.
